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Ijiri’s fairness question (short version)

“The notion of fairness is one of the 
most essential concepts in the 

accounting profession. The question is 
‘What is the ultimate basis by which the 

accountant can judge what is fair?’”  

Yuji Ijiri, “The accountant: Destined to be Free,” a speech 
at GSIA, Carnegie Mellon University, given on 

September 18, 1975.



Ijiri’s fairness question (long version)
““Fairness is the fundamental goal that the 
accounting system strives to achieve. …
[Accountants] cannot hide the fairness under the 
generally accepted accounting principles or the 
so-called GAAP-fairness, as evidenced by the 
famous (or infamous, depending upon how you 
view it) Continental Vending Machine Company 
case. They must directly deal with fairness per se. 
An impossible task?” (Ijiri, 1983)



Accountability and fairness
• “Accountability is what distinguishes accounting 

from other information systems in an 
organization or in a society” (Ijiri, 1975).


• It follows:


• Accountability = [df] a set of capabilities 
to provide a fair system of information 
flow between the accounts and the 
accountee. 



Thesis
• Ijiri’s fairness question is answerable. 


• Signal jamming model is useful to answer Ijiri’s 
question.


• Ijiri’s question is normative, but empirical research 
is needed.


• Information economists have been working on 
Ijiri’s question (though unaware of that). 



Flow
• Background


• Develop a non-subjective and logical framework of 
fairness


• Discuss signal jamming


• Conclusion



The great debate:  
Positivism v. Constitutionalism

• The history of US accounting is a “comma 
crisis” (Zeff, 2007).


• Positivism: “Fairly present and in conformity 
with GAAP”


• Constitutionalism: “Fairly present, and in 
conformity with GAAP” (original)



Ijiri was a constitutionalist 
• Ijiri knew that GAAP is insufficient/incomplete.


• Ijiri cited Continental Vending Machine: 


• Continental loaned $3,500,00 to the Valley 
Commercial, which was unable to repay 
Continental. Auditors were aware of the facts 
but did not mention them, because 
Continental’s book complied with GAAP at that 
time. 



Ijiri’s question still matters
• Mark DeFond (USC) and Jieying Zhang (UT-A) defend 

constitutionalism (JAE, 2014).


• Zoe-Vonna Palmrose (USC) and William R. Kinney, Jr (UT-A) 
criticize DZ and defend positivism (AC, 2018).


• DZ + Clive Lennox (USC) responded (AC, 2018).


• The debate cannot make progress without answering Ijiri’s 
question.



DZ argument 
• P1) Financial statements should be certified as fair information if they comply 

with GAAP. 

• P2) Financial statements in the cases of Enron or Continental complied with 
GAAP. 

• C1) Therefore, financial statements in the case of Enron or Continental should 
have been certified as fair information.  

• P3) But C1 is absurd.  

• P4) If the conclusion is absurd, at least one of the premies is the origin of 
absurdity. 

• P5) P2 is fact. 

• C2) Therefore, P1 is the origin of absurdity.  

• P3 is intuition, not an argument. 



Completing DZ argument

• P3 is intuition/emotion (wisdom?). 


• We need a principle to explain and defend why P3 is absurd. 


• To do so, we should answer Ijiri’s question.



Fairness as logical 
consistency of action plans

• A fair system of information flow between the 
accounts (e.g., corporations) and the accountee (e.g., 
investors) = [df] A system of information flow in which 
the action plan of the accountant (e.g., auditors) is 


• i) generalized and 


• ii) the action plan of the accountant is 
consistent with the action plan of the 
accountee. 



Action plan in ethics
• Suppose that I am the auditor in Continental. My action plan is a 

conditional statement: 


• C1 ^ C2 => A1, where 


• C1: “I want to satisfy my employer/clients to promote my self-
interests.” (seeking a reward)


• C2: “I can do this and this won’t be a big problem for 
me.” (competency)


• A1: “I will certify the questionable statements.”


• C=Condition; A=Action



Generalization principle (original)

• “Act only on that maxim by which you can at the 
same time will that it should become a universal 
law.” (Kant, 1785)



Generalization principle
• “I must be rational in believing that the reasons 

for my action are consistent with the assumption 
that everyone with the same reasons takes the 
same action. An action plan that satisfies this 
principles is generalizable” (Hooker and Kim, 
2018)



The logic of argument
• Premise 1) P => Q.


• Premise 2) P.


• Conclusion) Q.


• Validity test: C is necessarily drawn from P1 and P2, when 
combined.


• Soundness test: Both P1 and P2 are true.



Generalization  
(or universality of reason)

• Conclusion) “It is okay for me to certify questionable financial 
statements (QFS).”

• Premise 2) “I want to promote my self-interest by certifying QFS 
and I can get away with that.”

• Premise 1) “It is okay for anyone (x) to certify QFS just in case 
(or if) x wants to promote x’s self-interest by certifying QFS and 
anyone (x) can do that.”

• Humans are not usually aware of P1, but as a logical matter, 
when you make a choice, you make a policy for everyone. 



Interpretation 1
• If every auditor certifies questionable financial statements 

like in Continental, auditors will likely lose a significant 
amount of trust from investors, and investors will not 
depend on auditors’ certifications.


• In that world, if you certify QFS, doing so is irrational.

Player 2 (those to whom  the 
same reasons apply)

Cheat Don’t

Player 1 (me)
Cheat GPA inflated

Don’t



Interpretation 2:  
Signal jamming (Stein, 1989, QJE)

• If every auditor certifies QFS, investors will 
accordingly discredit the certificate 
approximately to the extent that auditors 
mislead investors.  


• Thus, investors won’t be affected by auditors’ 
questionable practices. 


• Certifying QFS is generalizable and it is the 
only generalizable action plan. 


• Assumption: Auditors and managers/company are collectively 
rewarded (Moore, Tanlu, and Bazerman, 2010).



Signal jamming (cont.)

• An assumption of the signal jamming 
version: Investors are aware of the 
fact that GAAP certification is 
misleading. 


• In Continental: Investors were in fact 
misled. 



Signal jamming (cont.)
• Deception is not always ungeneralizable, and ethicists agree.


• E.g., Deception about reservation price in car negotiation is 
generalizable (and generalized in the western world. at least).


• In the above cases: the buyer and the seller are expected to 
be deceived to some extent about reservation prices. They 
are expected to be aware of that. 


• It is unclear whether investors are expected to be aware 
of the insufficiency of GAAP. An empirical question. 



Interpretation 3
• C1 ^ C2 => A1, where 


• C1: “I want to induce investors to believe that there are no 
significant loans.”


• C2: “I can do this and this won’t be a big problem for 
me.” (competency)


• A1: “I will certify the questionable statements.”


• Through signal jamming effects, investors would not be 
deceived. So, C1 & ¬ C1.


• This is a un-generalizable case of signal jamming. 



Bullshitters vs. Liars
• Bullshitters: Auditors who deceive investors, but are not interested 

in whether investors are in fact deceived. Bullshitting auditors seek 
a reward and that’s it. => Interpretations 1 and 2.


• Liars: Auditors who intend to make investors to be deceived and 
by doing so seek a reward. => Interpretation 3.



Implications on empirical research 

• Between interpretations 1, 2 and 3, which one is 
true? 


• Empirical researchers can study whether investors’ 
action plans include awareness of the insufficiency 
of GAAP or not; and whether auditors are liars or 
bullshitters. 



Conclusion
• We developed a logical framework of fairness in accounting.


• Applying the framework to a real case requires empirical 
research. 


• Signal jamming model is a useful point at which information 
economists and ethicists can converge.


• Information economists have been working on Ijiri’s fairness 
question, though not aware of that.


• Information economists have been further developing Immanuel 
Kant’s Formula 1, though completely unaware of that.   



Joint autonomy test  
(i.e., informed consent)



Joint autonomy test  
(i.e., informed consent)

• Investors’ action plan: C3(b) & ¬ C4(b) => A2(b) 


• C3(b) = “I, b, wish to know the substantive/real economic condition of 
Continental.”


• C4(b)= “Agent a, the auditor’s, certification is NOT a reliable source of the 
substantive economic condition of Continental.”


• A2(b)=“I will access the substantive economic condition of Continental.” 


• Auditor’s action: A3(a, b)= “I will certify QFS.”


• It is irrational to believe investors’ action plan and auditor’s action consistently. 



Action plan

• Reasons must be individually necessary and jointly sufficient. 


• One’s reasons must explain one’s action.


• “I’ll defraud you because my first name begins with ‘D’” is not 
a reason that explain the agent’s action.   


• Identification of action plans is a skilled job. 


